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HYDROCARBONS

SpeclaJL contracts

1. There have been a few special bilateral contracts, the most
important of which, was the Algerian contralto supply oil t.>
Morocco, which officially entered intc force in 1963. Algeria s
share of Moroccan imports of crude oil gradually increased m
volume and percentage. The growth of supplies was as follows:

Year M«+/rie tonnes Percentage

1964 413 459 *1
1965 268 219 24
1566 336 251 30
1967 355 430 32
1968 547 34C „ • 44
1969 772 525 - 56
1970 800 $95 ^v 5^
1971 730 owo " 43

1972 790 GOO 44
1973 960 ©U) .... , 42

1974 580 OCO " ' 22

1975
1976 : . . . ,....-.,

2. There have been n.o. Moroccan imports'from Algeria since 1974,

probably for political reasons.

3, There was also trade between Morocco and Egypt, which provided
Morocco with ..the following amounts of crude oil from 1971 to 1974

±11 rdund figuresi"'

Year, ; Metric tonnes Percentage

I97I ' 30 000 ' 2
1972 '80 000 4
1973 200 000 9
1974 200 000 8 ;

4» Moroccan imports from Egypt have also stopped since 1974/
However, during the same period, Egypt itself imported oil from

Algeria and the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya. The following table

sh^ws the volume of those imports (in metric tonnes):
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Egyptian oil imports (in metric tonnes)

Year From Algeria From the Libyan AraVJamahiriya1-

15571 • '..••''■ 30., 600." /.'/"., .. \ . .,.5.30000 : • •
1972,. ••- ,. ,,:i5oooo.. . ..:.'-
1973 - ..-,-- 270000 " ;"'■■.■." 700000
1974 • • • ■ 1 750 000 . : ' : 150 000
1975 ' :: '

5» In 1969> Tunisia started to import oil—f-re% Algeria, although

there was not yet any special contract between the two countries,

which produce the same quality of crude oil* The amounts impof'ted

were the following (in metric tonnes): .,, '* '

1969

1970

1971
1972

1973

1574

1975
1976

28 824

,,43 050

,., 90 ooo

20 000

>; 20 of<>

-

K —

10 004

6* It seems therefore that there was effective co-operation in

oil supplies among the countries of the subregion with the

exception.of■the Sudan until 1974- In 1976,.Tunisia was the only

country to import approximately 10,000 tonnes.^of crude oil from

Algeria.

7» Mention should be, made of the construction and en try into

service in December i960 of the pipeline of the Compagnie d'e

Recherches et dExploitation de Petrole au Sahara (CREPS), •

connecting the deposits of the Polignac basin in Algeria (in
Amenas) to the port of" Sk"hirra north-west- of Gabes in Tunisia.

This 775-km long, 24~in. pipeline has been., used and is till being

used to export part of Algsric.*s oil production. Its total

capacity is 15*5 million tonnes per year. ^..

8. Since the start of exploitation of the d1El-Borma oil deposit

in Tunisia, the pipeline has also been used to transport all of

Tunisia's production from the deposit to the port of Skhirra#

9. It seems that an agreement exists between^Egypt.and the

Sudan for the exceptional supply of oil in difficult circumstances,

but information is not available on the deliveries made by Egypt,

nor on the dates and volumes of the deliveries.
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10. There was also some movement ofjpil products among the

countries of the subregion "but details are now known.

llo The^lwiisu. agreement #igneel in 1979 between Algeria and Tunisia,
set up the? 0op,sultat4ye.7 .^e^nical Committee on Hydrocarbon s .,,.,. , - „.......

(CTCs|i. -The agreBmenut,.wa,s; to be, extended to Morocco, if it wished
to become a member, and to the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya when it,Wc*9 ,

still a member of the Permanent Consultative Committee of the

•tyle.'g&tvek♦: *<5!b© : pttr.^-se1 of CTCE:;Wa;S to promote the ^roadet^t ., •

'co'-opera^io'n^p'^ 9? hydrocarbons. In

19J0-the; comiivi^teev had t^G;);S:ub-committees,.- one dealing with gas .,,

and the other with-the. deve-lopment of the.d1 El-Borma; oil;^deposit ,

located astride the border between Algeria*and-Tunisia* - ^ ;:

12>i.': A mechanism- for periodicj.cori.Bultations seems to- havevbeen ( -.i

se t upf q spe ci-a 1ly in op^nqxi^n, t w£th in ternat iona 1.-, invitation s .::.-<

tf> -tenders f^qr • certain: supplies, and.-services* - ■■-- / - ,., ' -; ; ;v

Training;: ;; .-, .-. : ■•;«•.■■ i:,^.. :■;.?{.:• .; ..• -.'..I* "■ .ri:i.. • :.-..=. .-.-. ■ .:■:■.-.;■ v,;+«

'!&* v- ^ .three ,Maghr<=>b couiit.ri€^; co-operated %u±te actively: in: •...,,
the technical and vocational training of workers, middle-level and

managerial staff for the hydrocarbons industry. Morocco and

Tunisia sent an increasing number of students, and trainees $0 the,

Algerian training centres at ^lida^ to>: train, personnel for Jhe gas

industry and,at Bournerdes to train high-level technicians in,th^tr
exploration, exploitation and marketing.of hydrocarbons, as well af

to-the^nstitut algarien du petrole (JAP) to train petroleum ... ?,

engineers. , ^ "■ i :■••■••:■ , : . '

14• 1 *'-to exchange programme of techniGi^ns and trainees,was.

contemplated >y the, ithm& Maghreb countries. < ■: ... r t ,<.;-. ...... ,.f,

15. The Libyan Arab ^amahiriya received aid from Egypt to train
administrative personnel in the oil industry. This aid seems to

have stopped in recent years5 however? for political reasons.

The Sudan concluded an agreement with Egypt and other countries

on staff training programmes to be carried out by the Egyptian

national oil companiesy in particular*
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; FUELS

16. There have been and still are good prospects for co-operation

"between Morocco and the other two Maghreb countries, Algeria

and Tunisia, in the area of solid fuels. These countries have

imported, and continue, to. import large amounts of coal«r That

co-operation was limited only ^y; the production of the North ,

African collieries of Morocco which barely met its own domestic

needs., .•:■ -?f; ; ;.-. ; .= • . ; .. ,f.- . - • :..... ' , . , ."]_,

17 • The Societe; nationale de-s recherches: et d Vexploitation minieres

(SCNABBM) , had- ordered 71,000. .tonnes of anthracite in. 1971 to
covers part of Algerians coal.product needs. This order could not

be filled because of-problems the Moroccan company had in

exploiting tlae ,Jerada mines* . •

18. However, it was hoped t-hat Algeria's- and Tunisia1 s. anthracite
needs could be met after the production^capacity pf the Forth ,.

African collieries had been-increased to ensure functioning of the

thermal power-station at Jerada. The Moroccan company had indeed

studied the possibility of filling all the Maghreb*s anthracite ^

needs. Algeria's projected needs awere for 80,000 tonnes in 1972 '

and 87*00") in 1973 put of total. imports of 322,000 and 324,0.00 tonnes
of <coal respectively. • - • ,. ... ... r .. ../ •

19# : Tunisia* s needs had not yet: been spelled out <but. the Forth .-■

African collieries hoped to produce-I.25 million tonnes of . .

anthracite pe£ year, of^which at least 100.,000 tonnes were to

be set. aside ^or the other two Maghreb countries^ , .Unfortunately,

those forecasts were not achieved as; Moroccan coal production had..

not yet reached 800,000 tonnes in 1976. ,

20. There was no other co-operation with the other countries of •

the subregicn, nor between them, with respect to the supply of ■ .

solid fuels.
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ELECT-HICAL EtJERGT

Exchanges of^electrioity ■

21. There wero no exchanges of electricity between Egypt, the

Libyan Arab Jamahiriya and the Sudan as there was not electrioity

transport infrastructure between the countrieso

22. However, electrical networks did exist in the Maghreb countries

between Algeria and Tunisia? on the one hand and between Morocco.and

Algeria, "on the other-. Two JO-kilovolt (kV) interconnexion lines
still* connect the Algerian and Tunisian networks at two points:

d*El Aouinet at Tadjerouine and d' Annaba (El Had jar) at Pemana.-.

23* These two lines were damaged during the Algerian war of

independence but were back' in operation by 1970, the second having*

been' completely rebuilt* Although those, two lines existed, ,. .. .. ..

electricity exchanges between the two Countries were practically

non-existent-, $q movement jf electricity between Algeria and

Tunisia was-Reported after ■■"1565* It seoms thai: the El. Aouinet—■:.•'/

Tadjerouine line was used from time to time before 1965 to

compensate temporarily for fiilures in the 90~kV "Tunisian system.

The maximum power carried does not seem to have exceeded five

megawatts (5,000 .kW") over a short period of time*

24? On the other sides a 22-kilovolt line connected Algeria and

Morocco from Maghinia to Oujda* This' was a frontier distribution

line serving as an emergency line in both directions. In 1961

and 1962, Morocco exported 25,000 and 213OOO kWh to Algeria

respect vely* Movement in the same direction *as recorded in

1970 awith 46,000 kWh and in 1971 wiiii 745,000 kWb,". From 1963 .......

to I969 and in 1972, Morocco imported power from Algeria, reaching

a peak in 19^7 with 24 million kWh, according ^o the sources of

the Moroccan Office national de" l:teloctr_icit_e.

25* These exchanges seem to have stepped since-197'2. According

to other available source's? movements were in both directions

during a same year with each country both importing and exporting

electricityo

26. It should be mentioned that there was no main grid system

linking the three Maghreb countries^ Several studies on the

interconnexion ofvthe Moroccan and Algerian networks have been

done by both countries* studies of the-layout of the connexion

line between Oujda->and- Ghazaouet and comprehensive studies on

micro-networks. Morocco had planned to build a 225-kV transmission
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line from Oujda to the border, Algeria in turn had cca sidered

using the same voltage between Ghazaouet and the Moroccan boicber.

The fact that there have not been any exchanges of electricity,

betweei the two countries since 1972 seems to indicate that

these projects have not been carried out.

Periodic consultations

27 f- Prior tc the establishment of the Comit e maghrebin de

l*.ele.otricite (COMELSC), periodic meetings and consultations were
held at the initiative of the heads of the national electric

companies. Working relationships were established resulting in,

inter-alia, exchange programmes for technicians and trainees

and the training of specialized staff on a bilateral basis.

28. An excellent initiative was taken by the heads of the

Societe nationale algerienne de V electricite et du gas (SUNELGAZ)

which decided to send an information and study mission to

Morocco to consider? with «.ne heads of the Office national

marocain de .1*electricite (C^T 13), problems of interconnecting the

networks of the two. countries from Oujda to Ghazaouet and of ,,.

supplying electricity to border towns and villages* .

29* There had also been profitable contacts between the heads

of the Societe tunisienne de lfelectricite et du gaz and their

Algerian counterparts at SGPJELGAZ. The..intervals between meetings

were not regular but consultations were held according to needs*

That contact resulted in the formulation of an agreement on

training signed by the twn coinpanier in 1971*

Ongoing consultations . .

■"■•■■ ■ ..."•"•■•■ ■ ■ . ■• f

30. GOMEL^C, mentioned above, was set up in 1976 as a body to

serve as liaison among the three Maghreb countries to co-ordinate

questions in the field of electricity. However, its work

programmes,.achievements and operating procedures are not known.

It was to provide a mechanism for ongoing consultations among the

three Maghreb countries in all matters relating to electricity.

Vocational training

31. The national companies of the Maghreb countries made the most

significant advances in co-operation in the area of vocational ,

training of lower and middle-level electricians and mechanics

and supervisors. Go—operation was initially planned on a bilateral

basis but its expansion seemed possible and desirable. ■■... ■ .
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32. An agreement %s concluded in February or March 1971

between STiSG and S0N3LGAZ to train in Algeria, Tunisian workers

•£<"•,£;thermal "power plants and Tunisian gas technicians* Under

this agreement, some 230 workers were trained at the SGTiSLGAZ

centre ...at Blida in 1970 and perhaps more subsequently. The training

.-was followed by exchanges of students and trainees in all areas

of activity of the two national companies.

33.. There seemed to be a tendency toward a regular exchange #f

staff and trainees at the engineer and administrative staff levels

between Algeria and Morocco,

Other areas

34» The two national companies of Algeria and Tunisia #*-operated

with a view to harmonizing their electrical equipment programmes*

In addition, a Tunisian transformer factory filled an Algerian

order for about 200 transformers in l?70. Other electrical

equipment was exchanged "between the two countries*

35« It is quite possible that similar arrangements were made

between Egypt and its two "Machrek" neighbours, the Libyan Arab

Jamahiriya and the Sudan, but adequate information is not avail
able ton this matter.
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36. -Gil; plays- a-Tital irol'; in :"l;]io- eocnomic life of all countries,.

11)573 & or . tJ.o'^eiopln^n producers or consumers* Oil

•are .an :i^p-csrfent sfi.wro^ c:t'- -income and foreign' exchange •

f op oil- prod itin/?, oryr.^rd.-os, iDlor .the concurring countries?, however,

this commodity, which is bile najor "r^ourco ox energy for modern

industrial development e.-i& a^rioulturo^ roquires increasing outlays

of "jsiilreael.^^-ca.rco.fqroign oxebaii^a- It absorbs a large part of.

•their export ^rnin^''tj)Ut< •woreojrnmg tjioir trade balance and

"balance--of ~p3;^:.';ntn defioi*3? incroacilng -their external debt and,

as a rropult; reducing th^J.r ovodiiwor+.hino.-:.s and economic growth

rate a .;;.".••'.

37 a Tho-^rab.-I.Braoli ■ var" has toracn seated the perfect political

solidarity thst exists among::African countries? .in particular .

among-tb.3 countries'of >lifr: 2T..o'riih" .African subregion; -which, have

been subject to material an'd* moral iiardships*-' The energy crisis

and spiralling ;^i--l- pri^x^rr havo had and coritinuc-cto have a direct

impact on the economics of oonsuming oountries*

38. Theses 6ircumsta?icos point to tb^: need forblcse collaboration

between producing- and-vcon :ivm i ng conn trie a • in- formulating shoft^ and

long-term policies and strategist that are in keeping with their

needs in all oil industry activities and bhat safeguard the

interests of each s*nd ever:/ countryr Such collaboration should

likewise focus on other forms of energy and on the need for third

parties to have les^ influence on activities such as the processing,

marketing and prica-s^tting of crudo oil and its products and their

oupply to neighbouring ?-ountri'J3',

39. The North African subr^giun Iz r.t an advantage since five

of its six coui\trios arc oil producers* One producing country,

Morocco, does not rr.o^t it:* needsj t /'.TvIIy and therefore imports

oil as does tho Sud»i5j ;hi ch does not y?t produce oil. All the

countries import and export various oil produces and should therefore

formulate joint policio^ on r^,;e^roh; <i:Tjlovoi,±onv production,

processing, ;3upply? dl^'ri'tai.i;ion? raarksVirs; and consumption of

crude oil ?/nd ^atvr^.l. -jf^-:^ j\ r which they all h.-ive reserves.

40 r. Uorth African coi::at:;v. > z uould if~rk ''.ogobher effectively in

the following areas* -o;:-oon?j3ing of oil and natural gas with

its forward linkage*s7 -j-rainiiig of r.-'kill-ad personnel, integration

of the hydrocarbons ^otor in the ec.;ncn!ies of both producing

and consuming countriofj; supply, dintribubior. and transport

of hydrocarbond and thoir by-products sotting up a complementary

infrastructure and entail:- filing joint Ttntv^Q^o



II. PROSPECTS FOR W3RGY CO-OPERATION

IN NORTH AFRICA

- Hydrocarbons

- Solid fuels

- Electrical energy

- Hew and renewable

energy sources
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Research and ;pro specting

41* There are still vast areas in North Africa that must be

thoroughly prospected if a complete inventory of hydrocarb-m

resources is to "be drawn up before currently known reserves are

depleted. Some countries ha^e skilled staff and equipmentIrnt

they are not sufficient to undertake the. prospecting of vast

regions. Other countries turn to private foreign companies and

conclude contracts with terms varying from, one country to the
next* The formation of exploration missions should therefore
be encouraged and personnel trained in countries possessing

training facilities and ,the necessary experience.

ft?'* .".....■ • •.•■■•.. ' -■ ■ •*■ v ■:: ■ ■" ■ t-- ■ ■■

Exploration .■"•.■:•■■ :;r ■

4 2. At this stage of the oil industry, large investments and
highly skilled personnel are. required. .Establishing joint ., .

ventures would be one way of dealing with the"^^'3»lT5UTt&^ff«■
Such Jpint. ventures could concentrate on areas which are the

responsibility "of Governmei ts of member States under existing
concession or joint participation agreements. It would also be

possible and desirable to exchange exploration data on
neighbouring countries. Some sedimentary basins extend into

neighbouring countries, for example, the Tindouf "basin. ,the

Ghadain&s depression, tjb.e Knfr^ basin?. etc. ■ :

Exploitation

43. In this area, North African countries could co-operate by

drawing up joint plans for exploitirg deposits lying in more

than xn* country. There exist several possibilities for co-opera'

tion among the various^countries. Exchanging.data between
countries? exploiting oil fields jointly and formulating joint
production policies designed to establish and, maintain an

ee-uilibrium on the .-in temation a 1 hydrocarbons market are other. .

effective forms of co-operation.

Transport -«» distribution

44« Costs in this sector are. onerous and, -unfortunately, the

building of; infrastructures has not been co-ordinated. Thorough

planning of^the distribution of oil products, for examplex would
enable user;countries to cut their expenses. Moreover, Instead
of exporting roil and reimporting it at.high cost into certain

countries, it would be advisable to export it directly to .. ,
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neighbouring countries. Forth African oil-producing countries

now export oil and oil products to countriealoutside, the;

subregion while consuming countries import them from countries

outside the subregion." : •

Refining : ' . ^ .':■-■••

45* Joint action to enlarge existing refineries and plan the

construction of new refineries, in terms of the needs of the

countries of the subregion, would constitute a basis for sound■

co-operation in this area. ' •

46. A small fraction of the enormous amounts of-ZMG or natural

gas exported by Algeria and the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya would,

example, be sufficient to meet the needs of the North African"

market.

Vocational training and further'training

47• Training personnel for the oil industry is'time-consuming

and very costly* It is however vital if countries are to have

complete sovereignty over\heir natural resources..

48. Algeria, Egypt and the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya have centres

for training and further training but the number of highly-skilled

managerial staff is still very low in the subregion.-1 Although

there is already some co-operation in the area of training, the

existing infrastructure could be put to more effective use by all

countries of the subregion, some of which still send their

skilled staff to foreign countries fnr technical training.

49* It would be helpful to make aii inventory of the possibilities

existing in the subregion and of the needs of various countries

for skilled personnel in the field *f hydrocarbons. It would

then be/possible to consider expanding training and further

training programmes from a multinational point of view and setting

up subregional centres or institutes when necessary.

?e trochemi oa 1 s :..

50. Major petrochemicals projects are economically feasible only

in the oontext of an expanded market. The rhomogeneous structure

of the six Forth African countries and their geographical

location could be important factors in designing and constituting

an integrated petrochemicals industry to meet the needs of the

international market. •' •
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51* An in-depth and objective study must be made, however, of

the possibilities of each country in this area. The choice of

specializations must be carefully consisidered and the siting

of .large "p.rpdiiotipn units determined on the basis of precise

economic criteria and existing installations*

Pe r iodic con suitat i on s

52. The exchange of information could well "be supplemented by

periodic consultations within an intergovernmental body

including all countries of the. subregiono The rapid and

irregular growth of world oil policy and prices should incite

all countries of the same geographic area to harmonize their

viewa and activities in this sphere*

53. The fact that wor?i.d oil reserves are dwindling and may be

depleted in time should encourage North African countries to

formulate joint economic and financial policies as well as

joint programmes relating to the rational exploration,

production, processing and marketing of oil. natural gas and

oil shale. In this way9 producing and consuming countries

will be able to,derive maximum mutual benefit from them and

from research and development on new and renewable energy sources<
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SOLID FUELS

54* 'Co—operation in solid fuels seems more difficult to attain

because' of problems encountered "by the three producing countries

of the"subregion in exploiting the Jerada coal mines in Morocco,

the Bechar mines in Algeria and the Sinai mines in Egypt.

55° It is however possible to undertake- joint exploration of

the known coal basins with a view to supplying coal in the

future to the countries "of" tho suhregion* It is also possible

to contemplate joint action to solve tho difficult problem of

expanding exploitation activities in existing collieries. While

Morocco has been aXle to develop its Jerada mines, it has not

yet reached a level of production sufficient to meet the anthracite

needs of neighbouring countries. The experience of each of the

producing countries still seems to be limited.

57• There are specialized teaching institutions in Algeria

and Egypt. SCNAESM has a training centre for technicians ,in

geology, geography, topography and exploitation at Ain-Taya,
located approximately 30 km from Algiers 0 It also has a school

of mining at Mi liana about 150 km .west of Algiers*. The Mining

and Metallurgy Institute at Annaba was established in 1970 and

has as its objective the training of"upper-level'engineers and

technicians in the areas of mining, metallurgy, mechanical

construction and building materials*

58. It :seems possible therefore that effective cfc-operation

can "be achieved among Algeria, Egypt and Morocco in technical

training and further training in geology and miner.. Exchanges

of personnel could be considered.

59» There are clearly possibilities for joint action* First

of all? it is necessary to complete the inventory of available

coal and lignite resources, be familiar with the long-term

needs for solid fuels of the countries of the subregion and

develop production rapidly ±n a subregional con text * Then a

cost-benefit analysis should be carried out on the coal deposit

and necessary personnel trained at all levelso

60« A specialized committee would be able to collect available

data* formulate a rational development policy for the

exploration and exploitation of the known coal fields and

define joint action to be taken in countries of the subregion.
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•ELECTRICAL ENERGY

Interconnexion of networks •

61. It is difficult if not impossible to foresee the inter

connexion of: electrical net-works of all countries of the

subregion at the present time or in the near future. Firstly,

each Forth African country by itself is in a position /to

meet its own : energy and power-needs without having to import

electricity, except perhaps in a few border regions. Next,

the utilization of installed capacity is relatively low as a

whole and it seems that improving the output of existing

electricity generating equipment by increasing utilization

periods would make it possible to meet short-term demand. Each

country has a surplus of installed capacity with respect to

the maximum load of its network.

62i Moreover, a grid system now seems, a possibility.for only

the three Maghreb countries- However, in.the long-term

consideration could be given to an interconnexion of the

Sudan's and Egypt's netwo-ks at the sites of the Nile between

i*t"s third and sixth cataracts. An interconnexion link might

also be considered between the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya and
Egypt, on the one hand, and the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya and

Tunisia, on the other, .with the help, of large production units

using natural gas in the Libyan Arab J-amahiriya.

63. Without being idealistic, it is possible that the inter

connexion of the networks of all North African countries will
cake place in the future because of economic constraints and

especially the numerous benefits that would result.

64. In a general way, the interconnexion of the. national

electrical energy transmission networks is the logical
conclusion of the well-designed (levelopmentv~o£ available

resources and the electricity supply of a homogenous geographical

zone. Among other advantages, it provides a sure and efficient

way to:

- reduce the installed capacity.of power stations needed to

cover the needs of various consumers, which can lead to

a staggering of national- equipment programmes and

significantly lower investment^
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- concentrate energy in large capacity units using

higher quality fuels and producing at lower cost 5

- co-ordinate the exploitation of all production -:,^

equipment supplying the grid system, that is, reduce

fuel expenditures in thermal power stations and

waste water in hydroelectric power stations* - . ■■ —

- ensure uninterrupted operation of the grid system

and increase safety and regularity of service, even

in cases of failures of certain lines or accidental

outage of certain" units of production 5

- reduce the cost kWh "by carefully choosing means of . ;

: production$■ transmission voltages and the layout of-

grid lines. • • ■ •■■..'•

65. In the immediate future, the three Maghreb countries could

easily co-operate effectively on electrical energy exchanges.

They already have low-capacity grids, which are basically

used as possible emergency supply lines and could easily be

upgraded. The growth of consumption will soon make it necessary

to "build new means of pi^duction whose economic feasibility is

not always evident. However, it seems that national authorities

re jecting- a -co-operative c.ppir»sch, still prefer, perhaps for

political reasons, to aim at self-sufficiency, a more costly

but less dangerous way to ensure their independence in electrical

energy.

66* 'Interconnecting the networks ^f neighbouring countries

necessarily imposes; constraints which can be mitigated only -

through a co-ordinated development policy, Such a policy

requires a strong will to co-operate and joint and ongoing

research on the optimum economic conditions to benefit all

parties. It would indeed be ^ecejsary to study jointly all

technical and economic aspects of the interconnexion*

Vocational training

67. All the national electric companies are able to train

personnel to meet their needs. In their vocational training

centres, these companies also provide further training an

courses and retraining courses for workers and supervisors.

With the exception of 3gypt, none of the countries of the.-.,

subregion trains engineers and administrative staff locally.

Training and further training of this staff is carried out abroad,

often at high cost.
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68. An effective training scheme of foremen and;sup,e-ryi;spry.

staff? at "both the lower and middle levels, and management

should-he -conaidered in the subregion. This could expand.and

complete what ha"s been developed successfully;, in national

companies, for t>porational staff in the production, transport

and liit

6$. -It.: seeing urgent to plan for csntros or institutes

at the multinational level*, each Kith its own particular '

•• speciality in" a'-specif ±3' sectors; ■ using existing training

facilities as much as possible-* If national centres continue

-to"provide training and fur-trier training for operational staff,

the specialised suVu?e&ionar centBes could focus on s ■

<■".*' " (a) the training:-of» - '■ ■•'•.:

: .::-• • , -■ M-i'd.dle" and. highor loval" staff; ' :■ ; ■•'

■;•■!•.. ■ .:.-■ r Kle-c.trit3al: technicians? -' ' " ' :

k\-\. ■:■..■.■'. •Highly-skilled' specialists in advanced technologies

(electronics^ remote oontrolr etc«)'5

•.'>->• ;^: Instructors for existing or future national centres.

:;:-■■■-■ ("b) ; the "further-training n-f's1

Young engineers $

■■■ • Salaried persormel in operations, design and management;

Senior staff in administration and accounting/ etc.

70* The sutregional institutes or centres wculd he highly

specialized in vaxi^as boc^cro of produo-;ic;i (thermal and hydraulic),
high and verj high voltage transmission (alternating and
dix%ect current) ? the distribution and utilization of electricity.

71 The Tunisian draining centre ^'or managers of electric and

gas companies^ planned since 1970? could serve as a good example

t>f this con coptc In its various training and further training

courses, the Centre could use three working languages, Arabic,

French and English to train students from all countries.

Necessary improvements oould be made in tho programmes being

planned if? in the context of subregional co-operation, financial

and technical assistance; were provided by all Forth African

countries-,
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Periodic ..consaltation 8 :

72, Consultations should be organized to harnonize electrical

equipment programmes of the countries of the subregion.

International agreements should be drafted t*

guarantee electricity supplies for the grid systems on terms

acceptable to all trading partners. The advantages of inter

connexion, wherever possible, should be studied and pointed

out for the benefit of each and every country. An inter

governmental study, monitoring and co-ordination body should lie

set up for the subregion and have as one of its objectives

the study of all technical and economic aspects of the inter

connexion . of networks, including:

- preparation of preliminary stulies and of a timetable

for preparatory work to "he done with a view to

implementing a rational and effective grid system}

- definition of optimum conditions for using equipment

that is available in the country, taking into account

the problem *f stability raised by an extensive grid

system; . ■

- in-depth study of tlie role *f stand-by and emergency

installations, the modalities of their use in emergencies

when breakdowns occur and to meet demand during peak

periods as well as of the principle sf a common spinning.

73« Such a body could also be concerned with the dissemination

of .information ca all the electrical systems of the subregion

and the publication of electrical energy production, consumption

and exchange, statistics.
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NEW AND RENEWABLE SOURCES OP ENERGY

74. . Most North African countries already have one or more R & D centres

for: new anclrenewable energy sources. The be£t known are centres for

research on and uses of solar energy, whose work and results are known.

75* Mention should be made here of a few general recommendations made by

the Regional Seminar on Solar Ehercfy held at Niamey from 8 to 13 January

1979 under the auspices of the United Nations Ecoribmic Commission for.Africa,

The seminar recommended that African decision makers: -

(a.) Strongly support research on solar energy and its derivatives

and.their application in their respective countries by enhancing the facili-

ties available to'and the status of research workers and by establishing

research centres if deemed necessary;

(b) Embark immediately on an information arid publicitycampaign in

African countries in connexion with the possibilities of renewable energy

sources;

(c) Promote at all levels of scientific and technical training courses

based on the study and use of solar energy and its derivatives.

76. The Seminar selected the following priority activities to attain its

objectives:

(a) establishing a Regional Centre for Solar Energy Research

and Development;

(b) setting up a Solar Li.ergy Society of Africa;

(c) launching a dynamic training programme for African technicians

and other specialists to improve their level of skills and provide the

necessary manpower to expand research and development activities;

(d) encouraging research and development through a clear-cut policy

of strengthening existing solar research centres, establishing new centres,

training research workers to improve their skills and status and promoting

the rapid use of new and renewable energy sources in Africa.

77. The Seminar expressed the earnest desire that ECA work toward the

following objectives:

(a) promoting subregional groupings to handle problems relating to the

use of solar energy more effectively; :

(b) establishing ihtercountry sponsorship structures to promote the

rapid use of solar energy;
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(c) facilitating the free movement of scientists and technicians

between^ African countries, etc.

78. It is of course essential to make brief mention of the main approaches

and priorities selected by the regional seminar. Participants agreed that

criteria governing the choice of priorities for any programme of action or

strategy on the use of solar energy in Africa should be, on the one hand,

improved living conditions of the rural population and, on the other, energy

savings. On the basis of these two general criteria, the Seminar selected

the following priorities: ; ,

in the area of basic activities:

(i) Increased knowledge of sclar and wind potential available, inter

alia through improved and more extensive measuring and monitoring

(ii) Problems related to water: , - ;

(a) Pumping; fJ

(b) Distillation;

(c) Irrigation;

(iii) Jolar heating:

(a) Heating of air and water; .

(b) Solar cookers;

(c) ^Solar furnaces; :;

(d) Greenhouses;

(iv) Preservation of productsr

(a.) Drying;

.(b) Refrigeration; -

(v) Production of electricity:

(a) Rural electrification

(b); Telecommunications;

(£) Air-conditioning

(vi) Biomass: :

(a) Wood and vegetable wastes;

(b) Charcoal; - .

(c) Biogas; :^

(vii) Integrated use of solar, wind and biomethane energy to benefit

rural areas;
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in the area of parallel action to reinforce the basic activities listed

above:' ■ .. ■■.■■: ■■■ . .... ■... .;-.. ■• -, ■•;•;.'/. -•; .;:-^.-._-

(i) Training of research workers, technicians and support staff?

.liiQlx .. . . _ _

^" .(a)/ ';Establishme|(t'"'oi; structures to promote co-operation between

/■""■";■ '""~ researph wbrkers and dotihtries?

(b) Measures to?make deqisiofi makers and the public; more aware

~" of advances *T»ade in/.'sbiar and related energies?

(c) Exchange of ideas and expertise?

(iii) Industrialization arid populariiatipm ' ; ; ; :r:

(a) Use of local materials;

(b) Transfer of technology? .

(c) .Regional cb-6peratipn in' the development Of local industry

"" and in the standardizationjof "equipment? ^

,(iv) Integration ,of research an$ development with industrial and social

•.::activities? etc'.' _... '\ /T"'.'';.,'. _ \'y'[: :''\^',~"[ "" ' \\ ./"' :.''

79. These reccmmendations and priorities have been listed here to indicate

the guidelines which could be followed'^ c^uiitfies^w^ R & D
centres, on the one hand, and by countries with existing centres and the

heads of these centres, on the other.

atf!•'' it is necessary, however, to point out that the effective exploitation

of solar energy and its? derivatives]? like other new^ or renewable energy
sources, necessarily requires that certain basic conditions should be met:

/-Formulation arid implementation of a cb&prehensive and concerted energy

■- PPlicy at the national, subregional and regional levels taking into

!J";accouht the specific characteristics of various countries?

- Rational organization and execution of R^Dthrough programmes

that take account cf national priorities on the basis of information

obt^Jned on the sectoral role played by new and renewableenergies
in solving energy problems in particular and economic development

in general; ; . V. . /'"',', ■ .. . ' ."''''■■

- Establishment at the national, subregional and regional levels of

agencies and institutions to design, formulate and monitor the

execution of R & D programmes on new and renewable enerigies;
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- Establishment of an observation network to ■measure solar radiation

and wind speed and frequency, adapted to new requirements of exploita

tion techniques, including the pooling of results and the preparation

of a complete measurement programme, taking account of possible uses

of existing meteorological stations to collect data on global radiation

on inclined surfaces, to measure direct and diffuse radiation and,

with appropriate appaia'ius, to do spectral analyses, albedo measure

ments, etr. : -.-.■..■. •• .; ■ '■-.-

- Promotion of local industry in construction, metallurgy, glass-making,

mechanical and electrical industries, etc. to illustrate results

obtained ar apparatus and installations suitable for industrial

production are developed;

- The closest possible co-operation with African and foreign agencies

and institutions concerned with R & D on new and renewable energies

and the mass production of apparatus and installations;

- Training of necessary research workers and technical personnel with

possibilities for further training and retraining;°

- Making government authorities and the general public aware of the

vast possibilities of solar, wind and biomass energy and the value

of practical applications now available by endeavouring to demonstrate

and popularize prototype^ which have been built in Africa and elsewhere,

by promoting their use and local mass production;iri orccr to increase

their cost effectiveness and improve their performance by adapting

them to local conditions; etc.

81. . New and renewable energy sources offer innumerable possibilities which

justify making considerable efforts to increase their use and various appli

cations. Ambitious programmes should be set up immediately at the national,

subregionai and regional levels to bring about conditions favouring their

rapid promotion. Co-operation is essential in this area.

82. In the North African subfegion it would be desirable to reinforce

existing centres, to set up hew centres where non exist, to place all centres

and other institutions of a same country dealing with research and develop

ment on new and renewable energies under a single national agency in order

to co-ordinate their activities and better influence their work and programmes,

to favour the industrial manufacture aud popularization of prototypes of

apparatus developed and to plan for a credit policy to simplify their

purchase by as large a portion of tha population as possible, especially

in rural areas.

83. The establishment of a subregionai centre is recommended. Such a centre

could ensure the co-ordination of work of different national centres specialize

in fields where their results have been most promising, centralize, analyze

and disseminate the results of observation and measurement nc m,, 3, do
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research on the use of local materials, carry out control and reliability

tests of prototypes of apparatus and equipment that has been developed and

help to perfect them with a view to their semi-industrial or industrial

mass production in one country or the subregion.

84. The subregional centre could also do market studies, seek markets in

all member States and participate in the commercial promotion of quality

products. Likewise, while favouring the development and use of simple

technologies in national centres, it could take charge of areas of research

requiring complex or very sophisticated technologies of interest to

countries of the subregion, etc.



III. GENERAL FRAMEWORK OF SUBREGIONAL

ENERGY CO-OPERATION IN NORTH AFRICA

Establishment of a permanent intergovernmental energy committee -

Programme of work and short- anl medium-term priorities (suggestions)
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ESTABLISHMENT CF A PERMANENT INTERGOVERNMENTAL ENERGY COMMITTEE

85. The meeting of experts of the ECA MULPOC for North Africa, during

its opening meeting held at Tangiers from 20 to 24 November 1978, recom

mended setting up a general and permanent framework to deal with subregional

energy co-operation in North Africa. The opening meeting of the plenipoten

tiaries of the Centre, held at Rabat from 25 to 26 March 1979, adopted this

recommendation in resolution 5.

86. This high-levo3 meeting of the ECA Centre for North Africa at Tangiers

felt that if progress wore to be made in energy co-operation a permanent

intergovernmental committee on energy should be set up immediately. Such

a committee would be a subsidiary body of the ECA Multinational Programming

and Operational Centre for North Africa at Tangiers.

87. Given the lack of in-depth studies on the existence and the competitive

ness of various types of energy available in the region and the lack of

information en the numerous advantages that co-operation among neighbouring

countries can have for each country, such a multinational body could, in

addition to considering current national problems, deal with the study and

long term planning of all the snbregion's energy problems. Its principal

objectives can be briefly summarized as follows:

- Reccasaoncl5.ti.on3 on studies to undertake with a view to increasing

prospecting and promoting the systematic development of all energy

resources in the countries of the subregion. In this connexion, the

study of possible uses of solar and wind energy could be of special

interest in desert, semi-desert and remote areas;

- Study of the optimum economic conditions for the exploitation,

transport and visa of energy resources currently being developed;

- Formulation of a priority programme in studying and carrying out

installations of joint interest;

- Study of internal markets and search for external markets for the

local use or export of energy or electrical energy products;

- Study of standardization possibilities with a view to interconnecting

national networks and manufacturing locally electrical equipment adapted

to the noscso and conditions of the countries of the subregion;

- Study of possibilities and facilities for the training and further

training of personnel and administrative staff in the management,

operation and maintenance of existing installations;

- Collection ani publication of subregional energy statistics and

information concerning all available types of energy and their develop

ment;
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^ Sfettitt£ up a structurefavouring the exchange of. information^ and
expfel?±%nce fe©tweehr countries-:and promoting the diffusion of methods

-- and t^hniques-used: in various countries as well as of Knowledge and

.- Study of an appropriate institutional framework and laws protecting

the interests of all parties; etc.

88. At the request of countries, the Committee could undertake specific
studies, for example, studies on organization, markets, rates, marketing, etc.

89 Since its main goal is to promote energy co-operation among the countries
of the subregion, the permanent committee should lay down the conditions for
integrated development of various forms of energy. In all its activities,
the multinational body should consider the links between energy and other

economic sectors of development.

90. The committee could consist of several specialized committees, such as:

- An electrical energy committee concerned with immediately upgrading
the countries1 interconnexion lines, studying the technical and
economic conditions oi the interconnexion of the national electricity
networks, co-ordinating operations of the grid system, studying the
possibilities and economics of building new electricity production

and transport installations, etc. In this connexion, co-operation
with COMELEC (Maghreb Electricity Committee) could be considred.

- A hydrocarbons committee studying all possibilities for co-ordination

in prospection, exploitation of supplies, transport, marketing and
local utilization of crude oil and natural gas, promoting the exchange
of information, determining priorities in developing petrochemicals

industries; analyzing fluctuations in the international hydrocarbons

market and their consequences; providing information to countries on
the development of practical problems linked to various oil activities,

etc.

- A solid fuels committee studying the technical and economic conditions
for exploiting existing coal deposits and the development of the coal
and lignite industry in countries with similar characteiistics or with

more experience in exploiting poor mines with difficult geological
characteristics, searching for internal markets to supply them with

coal, etc.

- A new and renewable energies committee stuaying possibilities for

developing and using non-conventional forms of energy, which the
subregion seems to be rich in, such as solar energy, wind energy,

biomethane energy, energy from biomass in general, etc.
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91. Such committees carrying ©ut specific esaential work of the ipermanent

commi'tftree: on energy would be made, .up of experts from the member- States
and meet whenever necessary to study) problems in their sphere* Their acti
vities could well be completed by missions of highly qualified consultants
funded either bilaterally, multilaterally or by member States,

'ij z
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PROGRAMS OP i/OEK MD PRIORITIES OF TIB PERMJ3TOT ETEBBGOVSHJMMTAL

ENERGY COMMITTEE IN NORTH AFRICA

$2,' The 'secretarial?1'6f $£e Edbnomio; Ccimmis sion for Africa wished

to make the following suggestions concerning the outline of a r"

prpgraiaine of work and priorities indicating various activities

which could "be undertaken, in the short- and medium-terin, by

a permanent intergovernmental energy committee in North Africa•

I- Activities of general interest concerning-the development

and use of energy resources of the sufrre^ion

93. Establishment"-'"of a permsiffet intergovernmental energy

committee in North Africa to provide the subrBgion with a ::

co-ordinating body able to formulate coherent energy policies

and: * ' •■■'■ ' ''"■ ■■'■■'••"' '•'■■ ■•■■■■■■•■:"1 • "■■' ■ • ' ■ : :

(a) Draw up a compidte'inventory of available energy resources

in each country and the subregion; . . .

(h) Estimate the needs Tf various categories of consumers

and forecast long-term needs'^' taking into account the Quantity

and quality of available resources and pace of economio

development; l;

, (c) Prepare an optimum investment programme to be staggered

over time, taking technological adva;nfees into account, and study
the possibility of^iiistituting' large economic groupings'extending

beyond national boundaries? . .

(d) Study optimum conditions for the exploitation, transport,

distribution and use of energy from various sources;

(e) Further study problems of common interest, such as "'■

standardization, safety regulations, the incorporation of selected

activities in the various/development plans cf the States
concerned, relative measures to safeguard : the environment and

finance installations;

(f) Define the institutional and legal framework for

co-operation with a view to strengthening relations among States
and guaranteeing the mutual interests of all partners, etc.
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II. Activities concerning energy resources by groups of prbducts

• a.: ■• Fossil fuels' r., \ • . ;;. : r . :-. /;-;- • . ,■■•.

!• General activities :

(a.) Increased government participation in exploration, exploitation,

production, transport, processing and-marketing of crude oil and natural gas,

along with a special study of the adequacy and appropriateness of legisla

tion concerning the* exercise'.-.of sovereignty on national energy resources in

the sub£eg±onr;- ■••"•■■■ '■—' -'•£ -■.•■"■"■:.••■• >.■•.•■■ . •-. .-. :.v.;r.I,".--:■ •-■:•-..■ •,,-,.;

(b) Rational sexploitation of known depQsits.and conservation of

hydrocarbon resources; - - - ■-■:

(cj * Insistence on the - use of hydrocarbon ^resources -in national %

petrochemicals industries.? / i_- ' :: . • ' it •

(d) Strengthening of national possibilities for .training highlytskilied

staff and using iftoderh technirues? ; . -: \ ;. ; ;^m^:;

(e_) Attempt to create national processing industries; ,.,.,,

-•;(£:) Geological correlation c-f sedimentary basins?

2. Specific activities

Complete inventory of-.^fossil ;fuel resources at the national level?

(b) Emphasis on the rational exploitation of natural gas^and its^

in petrochemicals industries;

(£) Expansion of exploration activities onshore ,and in remote, areas
not previously considered ofinterest for hydrocarbons; ,

(d.) Adaptation of existing refineries to the processing of crude

products in the subregipn? ; v

(e) Expansion of national means of transport of hydrocarbons and their

by-products; - -c

(f) Increased attention to exploration with a view t;o exploiting of

coal rleposits and including them as potential energy sources in

national economic planning; , .. .

(£) initiation of personnel training in nuclear energy and purchase

of a small experimental research reactor for graining needs where ncn.e exists;

(h) R & D activities to exploit oil shale deposits;
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New; and" renewable energy sources, ;

1. General activities

. I ■. .a ' - : '

(a) y Dissemination of the use of new and renewable energysources in

the subregion;

(b>) Adoption of national policies for the development of new and

renewable energy sources and their integration in national economic

development. :pians ? ir.: ;■..-,, ?-_...i-.. . ... . ., .. .;,-,■ .. . •..,- ; •..., ..'.-'.., ■' '"...'

(c) Evaluation of personnel needs and establishment of national or

subregional 'training> institutions;. . .; ;, ■ -•,•■..

(d.) Establishment of national R fij D centres,; strengthening of existing

centres and establishment of a subregionai centre aimed at formulating
policies and co-ordinating national efforts in research on and development

of new and renewable energy sources;

2. Specific activities

(a) Inventory of hydroelectric potential and preparation of master

plans for the river basins with a view to the optimum exploitation of

available resources, including rural electrification, the development of

hydroelectric micro-power stations and, where appropriate, irrigation and

river transport;

(b) Introduction of common standards for equipment for the production,

transport, distribution and use of electrical energy, reduction of the

existing range of voltages and interconnexion of networks;

(c) Expansion of the manufacture-of electrical equipment by using

local materials in countries where this is not yet done;

(d) Establishment of national councils of rural electrification;

(e_) Start of exploration of geothermal resources in areas deemed

favourable with the help of modern exploration methods and establishment of

pilot geothermal power stations;

(f) Intensificatior of research on economic methods of converting

solar and wind energies into mechanical and electrical energy;

(g) Study of the potential of solar distillation of brackish or salt

water;

(h) Introduction of modern instruments for measuring direct and

diffuse solar radiation;
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(i) Increased partial or total local-mahufadtttre: of aola^ ^nd wind

apparatus and equipment; v

(j) EgtabX^^ent pf national councils for the exploitation of

renewable'energy'sources such1 as solar energyy wind energy and energy

from biomass;

(k) ^Beginning of'a study on the possibilities and feasibility of

developing tidal energy/ wave energy/ the energy of bars on some coasts

and the thermal gradient of the seas, including research on techniques to

implement tfre rational use of^; these forms of energy;

(1) Ongoing exchange of technical information among national centres

established ro co-ordinate efforts in the development, adaptation and
transfer of ^chnologies in the area of renewable energy sources; etc.




